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BASIC CONCEPT
Whatever your tle is within your busi-
ness; sales, negoaon, markeng and 
leadership will feature either implicitly 
or explicitly within your role. A typical 
leader in the business seng communi-
cates, inspires, excites and effecvely 
leads the team towards the goal. Your 
ability to lead defines how far you prog-
ress in your organisaon and how well 
you sell your ideas to colleagues and 
managers. Your ability to negoate 
defines not just your ability to get the 
best deal, it defines your mental 
strength and personal effecveness, and 
your ability to market defines how you 
communicate abstract messages in 
different mediums so that people have 
a tangible experience of relang to what 
is being said. At whatever level you 
need these skills; they will feature in 
your work as they are fundamental to 
business success. In management and 
team leadership NLP is a valuable skills 
plug-in with which to extend and 
fine-tune your influence and your abili-
ty to communicate, coach, movate and 

manage. Incorporang NLP into your 
repertoire will enable you to develop 
the skills, the atudinal outlook, and the 
behavioural f lexibility with which to 
improve your performance in a world of 
flaer corporate structures, cross-funco-
nal responsibilies, complex relaonships, 
stressed workforces, and local and 
remote team-working. Further benefits 
of NLP for leaders include: influencing 
skills, demonstrang congruence 
between deeds and words, being able 
to 'pace' others by meeng them in their 
'map' of the world, gaining new insights 
into situaons and relaonships using 
'Perceptual Posions'.
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BENEFITS
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR INDIVIDUAL 

BUSINESS ADVANTAGE FOR ORGANISATIONS

NLP can help individuals with challenges large and small in life, whether they are to 
overcome problems or increase performance:

NLP is already extremely popular in the business world, with many organisations and 
consultants utilising a variety of NLP techniques to get businesses great results and 
quickly:

AND ALL THAT MEANS:
Being who you want to be, doing what you want to do, or having what you want to 
have, either personally or professionally.

Change, adopt or eliminate behaviours as you desire
Choose your mental, emotional and physical states at any time!
Communicate more effectively with anyone you meet and even yourself!
Remove limiting beliefs
Access powerful internal resources
Get the results you want
Lead the life you want and deserve

Improve people management and motivational leadership
Build rapport with employees, customers and suppliers
Communicate effectively to employees, customers and suppliers
Develop presentation skills that really communicate to your audience and put you 
steps ahead of the competition
Set up and run effective action based meetings – maximising time and results Recruit 
and plan succession management effectively– get the right person for the right   job 
and at the right time
Use strategies to maximise buying and selling opportunities
Maximise advanced negotiating and influencing techniques
Apply effective problem solving techniques
Remove limiting beliefs for self and team freeing you to achieve optimum perfor-
mance And all that means
Increased efficiencies and productivity Improved business performance
More time to focus on results and not problems
More content and motivated employees
Staff development Reduced staff turnover
More satisfied customers
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CONTENTS
The Neurolinguisc Leadership Model 
which blends tried and tested communi-
caon tools with highly effecve persua-
sion processes
Pacing and Leading - the art of inspiring 
followers and geng the best out of the 
business teams Leading with NLP, using 
the language from all communicaon 
systems and hypnoc style language to 
send appealing concrete messages that 
are listened to
Communicate percepvely and skilfully 
with peers, direct reports, and with 
senior management
Understand the systemic nature of com-
municaon with and within teams - 
including the subtle dynamics of 
non-verbal influence
Understand the thinking and emotional 
make-up of teams and of the individuals 
within these teams - and of the manner 
in which these individuals pull together
Leading one's own moods - a leader 
cannot afford to have off-days
Understand the role of beliefs and 
values in what makes people tick
Know how to ulise values to tailor the 

movaonal approach to suit each 
individual
Inspire people by 'selling' them the 
team or organisaonal vision and geng 
their 'buy in' to this vision.
Developing your leadership style, 
connecng with your core leadership 
qualies and raising your own game to 
be a strong leader
Leading by appealing to the uncon-
scious mind – going beyond the smoke 
screen
How we communicate (verbally and 
non-verbally) to others and to ourselves
Ten principles of an NLP Leader
Sense Maers in Business Leadership 
Setting goals by building rapport 
How to generate personal power when 
you want it (Anchoring)
Mind' your language – leading through 
the the power of language
How to deflect and reflect on experi-
ences (Reframing)
Understand 'Life Timeline' of a ;leader



MODULES
CORE NLP PATTERNS

Epistemology: a model that explains how human  beings know what they know. �
Rapport Building: with NLP techniques you will be able to effortlessly gain trust and 
raise responsiveness of those around you. 
Calibration: using NLP tools so you can read, understand and react to the non-ver-
bal communication of your client. 
Representational Systems: the structure of information in the human mind. 

LANGUAGE MODELS
How to use language with more clarity and precision by utilising the original meta 
model
How to effectively use hypnotic language and patterning by using the Milton model. 
How to stimulate the unconscious to assist the creativity of your client using meta-
phors.
How to employ multiple verbal models to enhance your ability to influence with 
language

CLASSIC CODE MODELS & NLP PROCESSES
FOR CHANGE

How to build and manoeuvre different states by anchoring formats.
How to change the structure of mental representations by using submodality inter-
ventions. 
Steering your client to set his or her own direction using tasking. 
How to use timeline formats to collapse past representations thus overcoming them.

WORKING WITH THE UNCONSCIOUS MIND
Working with involuntary unconscious signal; once you have mastered this you will be 
able to shape your states easily. 
The N Step Reframing technique: this can be used to bring about powerful change. 
Being able to gauge how intent a client is on dealing with inconsistencies in their life. 
How to integrate parts of a client's life, ultimately achieving alignment. 
New Code NLP, the latest developments in NLP
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ARIF ANIS
TRAINER, BEST SELLING AUTHOR, CONFERENCE SPEAKER
COLUMNIST AND EXECUTIVE COACH

From Prime Minister David Cameron to President 
Bill Clinton in politics, Dalai Lama to Archbishop of 
Canterbury in spiritual leadership, Donald Trump 
to Richard Branson in the elite business world, 
George Clooney to Angelina Jolie in Hollywood,  
Ms. World Priyanka Chopra to Kareena Kapoor in 
Bollywood, Maria Sharapova to David Beckham in 
sports and Whitney Houston to Lady Gaga in 
music, Arif Anis Malik had the unique privilege to 
have seen it all how the body language is used by 
leaders, actors, entrepreneurs, and history makers 
in garnering the non-verbal advantage in commu-
nication where facial expressions, gestures, 
postures and tonality count for the 93% of com-
munication while words amount to a meagre 7% . 
Due to his extensive interaction with leaders, 
academia, performers, movers and shapers, Arif is 
able to figure out the secret how the non-verbal 
advantage is secured in sales, communication, 
management, leadership, negotiations and deliv-
ering results. First time in the world, he is able to 
translate the non-verbal communication in his 
upcoming and much anticipated book ‘The Body 
Vocabulary’ which is being termed a ‘revolution-
ary’ and ‘out of the box’ attempt at understanding 
the premier level of  human communication. This 
workshop has been designed around his upcom-
ing book. 

Due to his extensive interaction with parliamen-
tarians, policy makers, civil servants, business and 
political leaders, Arif is extensively engaged in 
development, instruction and implementation of 
body language for advancing managerial, sales, 
service and other professional performances. He 
specializes in analysing the components of 
non-verbal behaviour in inter-personal communi-

cation and in promoting awareness and use of 
methods implementing body language in one’s 
professional and personal performance. Arif is 
also included within the international selected 
group of world accredited professionals in the 
field of nonverbal communication, and is a 
member of the International Coaching Federation.  
Arif is also reputed for his unique methods of 
training and implementing body language "know 
how" to business persons, performers, sales 
persons, physicians and many other professional 
needs. He personally teaches courses, workshops 
and seminars – showing people how to best use 
body language to advance their self and profes-
sional performance. His self-developed training 
methods are aimed not only at providing a vast 
understanding of how body language works and 
how to best use it - but as well at helping people 
to develop a sensitivity and self-awareness to 
non-verbal messages. 

Participants in his classes testify of becoming 
more effective and persuasive in their communi-
cation with others -- by practicing his guidelines 
and tips, implementing the non-verbal techniques 
they have been given and adopting a positive and 
effective body language.
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